Guidance Note - Governance of
Collective Investment Schemes
October 2017

Status of Guidance: The Isle of Man Financial Services Authority issues guidance for various
purposes, including to illustrate good practice, to assist in complying with legislation and to
provide examples or illustrations. Guidance is, by its nature, not law, however it is
persuasive. Where a person follows guidance this would tend to indicate compliance with
the legislative provisions, and vice versa. Each case will be considered on its own merits
however so that following guidance will not, in itself, be conclusive.
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Glossary
CIS Act

means the Collective Investment Schemes Act 2008

FS Act

means the Financial Services Act 2008

the Authority

means the Isle of Man Financial Services Authority

Fund

means a collective investment scheme as defined under
the CIS Act and includes funds established as bodies
corporate, unit trusts or partnerships

Functionary

includes manager, administrator, trustee, fiduciary
custodian, custodian, registrar, asset manager, investment
adviser, promoter, auditor and any other parties fulfilling
significant functions for the fund

Governance

means, in relation to funds, “a framework for the
organisation and operation of funds that seeks to ensure
that funds are organised and operated efficiently and
exclusively in the interests of fund investors, and not in the
interests of fund insiders” (source IOSCO)

Governing body

means a person or body of persons responsible for the
general supervision of the affairs of a fund (and is as
defined under the CIS Act).

Investor/ participant

used interchangeably; both terms mean a person taking
part in the fund arrangements (whether by becoming or
being owners of the property or any part of it or otherwise)
by participating in or receiving profits or income arising
from the acquisition, holding, management or disposal of
the fund property or sums paid out of those profits or
income

Independent
member of the
governing body/
independent
member

used interchangeably; the circumstances of the member
should be considered when assessing their independence.
A member who holds an executive position with a
functionary of the fund or affiliated company would not
normally be considered independent.

Member of the
governing body/
member

means a person appointed to the governing body of a fund
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A. Introduction
This document provides guidance on governance in relation to funds under the CIS
Act, whether constituted as bodies corporate, unit trusts or as partnerships.

General Matters
A governing body that carries out its responsibilities effectively will understand the
legal and regulatory environment in which the fund operates.
The purpose of this guidance is to assist those who act, or wish to act, as a member of
a governing body of a fund, by setting out certain matters to consider in relation to
good practice in the governance of funds.
The Authority recognises that funds will adopt governance practices which are
appropriate to the regulatory type, size, structure, investor profile, investment profile,
strategy, and risk profile of the fund.
The Authority expects fund governing bodies to be proactive and aware of specific
practices related to governance of funds. Governing bodies should consider this
guidance and adopt the specific elements which are appropriate to the Fund. This
guidance is issued under section 20(1) of the CIS Act and is based upon the
fundamental fund principles of:
(i) pooling resources to gain sufficient size of portfolio to support diversification
and cost-efficient operation;
(ii) professional portfolio management to execute an investment strategy; and,
(iii) operating the fund for the benefit of its investors.
The guidance is designed to apply to Isle of Man domiciled funds under the CIS Act.
Funds which are not domiciled in the Isle of Man are subject to the regulatory regime
of their home jurisdiction, including governance and accounting requirements.
The Authority expects that governing bodies of relevant funds will self-assess those
funds’ governance arrangements against this guidance on a regular basis and record
the governing body’s approval of the assessment and governance arrangements. The
Authority may ask to see such self-assessments as part of its normal supervisory
processes.
The guidance brings together themes from several existing sources including:
 the CIS Act;
 funds regulations and other legislation issued under the CIS Act;
 companies legislation, particularly the Companies Acts 1931 and 2006;
 partnership legislation, particularly the Partnership Act 1909;
 the guidance note on the responsibilities and duties of directors under the laws
of the Isle of Man which is addressed to all Isle of Man companies; and,
 Relevant Accounting Standards, including matters relating to the directors
report and statutory accounts.
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For the avoidance of doubt this guidance does not:
 suggest that a particular form of structure is more appropriate than another,
either generally or in any particular case;
 provide an interpretation of the law; or,
 impose an expectation in relation to investment outcomes.
The governing body of a fund has ultimate responsibility for fund governance. Whilst
members of the governing body are not always involved in the day-to-day
management of the fund, they are responsible for ensuring that the fund’s
functionaries undertake their roles in a manner which complies with the applicable
legislation.
The system of governance should be appropriate, effective and proportionate in
relation to the nature, scale and complexity of a fund.
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B. How the Authority may use the Guidance
The Authority may have regard to the degree to which governing bodies, and their
members, have taken account of this and other relevant guidance when considering
the effectiveness of a fund’s governance. The guidance could be considered when:

Assessing Fitness and Propriety under the CIS Act
The Authority may consider this guidance when assessing the fitness and propriety of
individuals who wish to be appointed, or are already appointed, as members of the
governing body of a fund under schedule 1 or schedule 2 to the CIS Act.

Assessing behaviour under the CIS Act
The Authority may refer to this guidance when considering whether any behaviours,
actions or failures to act should result in action against individual members of a
governing body of any fund type under the CIS Act, including action under:




section 11A - Persons unfit to be members of a governing body;
section 11B - Prohibitions (from being a member of a governing body); and,
section 11F - Warning Notices (to a member of a governing body).

The Authority may refer to this guidance when considering whether any behaviours,
actions or failures to act for any fund type should result in the Authority:



issuing a direction to the governing body of the fund under section 12 of the
CIS Act; or
the appointment of a person to advise the scheme on the proper conduct of
its affairs, or to assume control of the affairs of the scheme under section 13
of the CIS Act.

The Authority may refer to this guidance when considering whether any behaviours,
actions, or failures to act for any fund type should result in an application to Court
under:



section 15 for the removal of the governing body; or
section 16 for the appointment of an inspector to the fund.

Holders of a Licence under the FSA Act
In relation to fund functionaries and professional officers licensed under section 7 of
the FS Act, the Authority may consider this guidance when assessing the conduct of
the licenceholder and relevant persons associated with the licenceholder.
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C. Elements of Governance
There is no standard model of fund governance, and approaches will differ between
governing bodies depending on the type of scheme. There may also be additional
governance considerations. Therefore this guidance is not exhaustive and does not list
every possible governance consideration. Instead it focuses on six core elements of
governance:
1. Composition of the governing body
2. Operation of, and balancing of power and responsibility within the governing
body
3. Decision-making. Management and control systems. Proper control by
members where they delegate or contract for services
4. Compliance with statutory obligations including regulatory requirements
5. Management of risk
6. Operation of the fund in the interest of its participants
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1. Composition of the Governing Body
Key Concepts
The governing body is responsible for the sound and prudent management of the
fund. Members have a fiduciary duty to ensure the fund is run in the interests of
participants and are accountable to them. It may be appropriate for members’
responsibilities to be documented.
Composition of the Governing Body
The governing body should have the necessary combined knowledge, skills,
experience and commitment to properly discharge its duties. When determining the
governing body’s composition the following matters should be considered:


The diversity of knowledge, skills and experience across all members:
o prior experience on fund governing bodies;
o professional qualifications;
o continuing professional development;
o knowledge of the principles of good governance, current regulatory
framework and issues and industry trends;
o technical knowledge relating to the fund’s investment strategy;
o accounting and administration knowledge;
o valuation methodologies appropriate to the fund’s investment types;
o sufficient assurance about/ knowledge of the promotion
requirements in target jurisdictions to which the fund will be
marketed, including any requirements applicable to target investor
types; and
o commercial and industry links, business connections, awareness in the
relevant sector and experience dealing in the fund’s asset classes.



The balance between independent members and members affiliated to
functionaries, sponsors or promoters of the fund. The governing body should
meet any applicable regulatory requirements and as a minimum should include
one appropriately qualified independent executive.



The need to ensure that the governing body’s performance is monitored, and
membership is refreshed as appropriate.



Practical considerations, including:
o succession planning – continuity of skills and experience over time;
o the establishment of the maximum term of office;
o the rotation period for non-executive directors; and
o service contracts, including any specifically allocated key
accountabilities such as audit or risk.

Individual Members
In relation to individual members there should be ongoing consideration of how they
contribute to the overall needs of the fund and the balance of the governing body.
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Considerations should include the competence, integrity and capacity of the individual
to undertake the role, including the number of directorships held
Competence Considerations:
 professional experience;
 any relevant academic or professional qualifications held;
 appropriate understanding of the legal and regulatory obligations of a member
of the governing body of the fund concerned;
 specialist knowledge relevant to the fund’s investment objectives;
 previous experience in discharging duties for a fund of this nature (including
consideration of any history of failed ventures, including funds, and the
reasons for any such failures); and
 whether the individual’s competence profile aligns with the needs of the
governing body taking account of other members’ competence.
Integrity Considerations:
 criminal convictions, in particular any offence involving dishonesty or breach
of securities legislation, in any part of the world;
 unsatisfied court judgments;
 disqualification from acting as, or undertaking not to act as a company officer
(even if the period of disqualification or undertaking has ended);
 regulatory sanctions against the individual or an entity to which they were
appointed; and
 disqualification or suspension from a profession, or any sanction imposed by a
professional body for breach of obligations as a member of that profession.
Capacity Considerations
 other commitments and the adequacy of the time available to fulfil their duties
as a member of the governing body; and
 conflicts or potential conflicts of interest, including links to functionaries of the
fund, and how such conflicts will be managed.
Independent Members of the Governing Body
Governing bodies should include an appropriate number of independent members1.
Any committees of the governing body should include independent members.
The remuneration of independent members should not include share options or
performance related elements.
Independent members (and related party members) should be identified as such in
the fund’s annual reports. It may be appropriate to appoint independent members for
specific periods of time in order to evaluate their continued independence.
1

In certain circumstances, such as private scheme arrangements, it may not be possible or
appropriate to appoint an independent member to the governing body of the scheme.
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2. Operation of, and balancing power and responsibility within, the
Governing Body
Key Concepts
 All activities undertaken by or on behalf of the fund should be in the interests of
investors in the fund.
 Each member of the governing body should make a meaningful contribution and
add value to the strategy and oversight of the fund.
 Each member should be proactive, prepare for meetings and raise questions or
seek reports on areas which concern them.
 Each member should make their own assessment of risk and risk mitigation and
be satisfied that the risks perceived are appropriately managed through
delegation, controls, procedures, etc. The Governing Body should collectively
decide whether appropriate risk mitigation has been undertaken.
 Delegation without oversight is not effective – all delegated activities should have
some level of effective upward reporting to the governing body on a regular basis.
Conduct of the Governing Body
The governing body should meet with sufficient frequency (including at short notice
in relation to unforeseen matters) to carry out the duties imposed on it by law and by
the fund’s constitutional documents. In determining sufficient frequency, the
governing body should consider: the nature of the fund; its regulatory status; its
investment restrictions, the frequency of its valuation and dealing, and its investor
base. The minimum number of Board meetings and frequency should be defined
within the Board’s Terms of Reference. The modus operandi for meetings and
standing agenda items should be agreed and documented. Meetings should be held
in an appropriate and confidential environment.
Sufficient information should be made available to members about matters to be
considered at each meeting. This should include a formal agenda and papers issued
in advance to enable members to prepare for the meeting. If a member requires
additional information, arrangements should be made for all relevant functionaries to
attend the meeting or to provide the information in advance.
The chair of governing body meetings should conduct them so that all members can
express their views openly and honestly and vote upon matters as they see fit.
Records of the governing body meetings provide primary evidence of how the
governing body operates within its fund governance framework. The governing body
should ensure adequate meeting minutes are maintained which record decisions
taken with sufficient details of how and why decisions were reached, and, if
appropriate, who has been given delegated authority to take any required action.
As the fund is likely to have outsourced administrative functions to functionaries, it
may not be appropriate for the fund’s governing body to have committees. If
committees are put in place they should have clear responsibilities and
accountabilities as well as Terms of Reference.
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Appraisal of the Governing Body
Governing bodies should consider undertaking periodic appraisals of their own
performance and that of each individual member.
The appraisal could be used to recognise collective and individual strengths of the
governing body and to address any weaknesses, including, where appropriate,
proposing new members or seeking the resignation of members.
Fees and Expenses
The governing body should ensure that all fees and expenses related to the fund
(including those paid to members of the governing body and appointed functionaries,
and any initial fees taken from subscription or redemption amounts) are reasonable,
justifiable and transparent
The governing body should only approve fees and expenses that are consistent with
the nature of the fund and interests of investors. Relevant considerations include
whether the fees:









are appropriate to the size and nature of the fund, its scale and complexity;
take account of the role and responsibilities of the governing body, members
of the governing body, and functionaries;
are inappropriate or undermine the interests of investors. Where the interests
of investors in the fund diverge from the interests of any members of the
governing body or appointed functionaries, the interests of investors should
be given precedence;
are structured in such a way that they create inappropriate misalignment of
incentives and consequential conflicts of interest ;
are structured to avoid the encouragement of improper or imprudent
behaviour;
are clearly disclosed and explained in the fund particulars and relevant details
included in the fund’s financial statements; and
are consistent with the principles of creating long-term shareholder value.

The nature and level of fees should be reviewed by the governing body to ensure they
remain appropriate and competitive.
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3. Decision-making. Management and Control Systems. Proper Control
by Members where they Delegate or Contract for Services
Key Concepts
Key or strategic decisions relating to a fund should be taken by its governing body and
be in line with the appropriate legislative and regulatory framework and the fund’s
constitutional and offering documents. Such matters may include, but are not limited
to consideration of:











alterations to the fund’s investment objectives, investment allocations (if any)
or restrictions;
alterations to benchmarks, watermarks and any other factors used as the basis
of calculating incentive fees;
the creation or termination of new sub-funds or classes of units;
the approval of financial statements and the payment of any dividends;
entering into contracts with functionaries;
the appointment of any sub advisers by the fund’s asset manager;
reviewing progress over disputes, and litigation, between the fund and any
party;
suspensions and side pocketing;
winding up; and,
any other decisions of a strategic nature.

There is an ongoing need for the governing body to consider the necessity of updating
offering and constitutional documents, agreements and regulatory and other
notifications.
There should be a record maintained of powers, which powers are retained and which
are delegated by the governing body and, in the case of delegations, to whom those
powers are delegated.
Oversight of the performance of functionaries and other service providers
The governing body is responsible for oversight of services provided by functionaries
and other service providers (“appointees”). It is recommended that the governing
body:
 Receive and consider regular reports from appointees about the service (see
section 4 below);
 Consider on a regular basis whether the appointees remain suitable to
continue or should be replaced;
 Consider on a regular basis whether the terms of appointment remain suitable
or should be renegotiated;
 Monitor the investment performance of the fund against agreed benchmarks
and where appropriate challenge and obtain explanations from the investment
manager about any significant variations;
 Review with the investment manager, at intervals appropriate to the
investment and at least annually, whether the investment objectives and
restrictions and investment allocations of the fund remain appropriate. Where
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necessary update the investment objectives and restrictions and matters
related to investment allocations; and
Consider whether the fund’s control systems are appropriate and effective.

The role of External Auditor
For all Isle of Man funds [and overseas funds] there is a provision within the CIS Act
which permits auditors to report matters to the Authority. Legislation requires that,
for Isle of Man Funds (other than exempt schemes), external auditors report to the
Authority on any matters of material significance.
In accordance with auditing standards, auditors are also required to communicate
certain matters to the governing body. It is considered good practice for auditors to
present their audit plan to the governing body prior to its engagement, and present
their audit findings to the governing body prior to the approval of the financial
statements.
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4. Compliance with statutory obligations including regulatory
requirements
Key Concepts
A governing body should ensure that the fund complies with all statutory obligations,
including obligations under the CIS Act and relevant secondary legislation.
Functionaries
When appointing a functionary to the fund the governing body is responsible for
ensuring that functionary is suitable and meets any statutory qualifications and
criteria for appointment and that the terms of appointment are and remain
appropriate. This applies both initially and on an ongoing basis. The governing body
should retain evidence of its due diligence and reviews in this regard.
It is recommended that the governing body regularly receives and reviews appropriate
reports from appointed functionaries in relation to:






The performance of services and whether they were in accordance with the
applicable agreement;
Any identified issues concerning the fund’s adherence to its constitutional and
offering documents, the CIS Act and relevant secondary legislation;
The compliance monitoring arrangements of the fund;
The compliance standards of its service providers in relation to the provision
by the functionary of services to the fund; and
The adherence of the fund and the functionaries to those standards.

Where issues have been identified, or are foreseen, the governing body should engage
with appointees and establish steps to be taken to remediate and prevent a
recurrence.
The governing body should consider requesting confirmation from each functionary,
at least annually, that the compliance standards of the fund, and the functionaries so
far as they relate to the fund, conform to the current requirements.
Where appointed a trustee/ fiduciary custodian has responsibilities for oversight of
the fund and its functionaries’ compliance with the applicable legislation. The
governing body should consider whether the trustee/ fiduciary custodian has met its
obligations in this regard.
Fund Documentation
Compliance with any document constituting the fund, and the offering document in
respect of the fund, is a requirement of the CIS Act.
The governing body has ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the offering
document and the documents constituting the fund are up to date in respect of
material matters and comply with the legislative and regulatory requirements2.
2

Where a fund is not open to subscription it may be permissible for the offering document to not be
updated providing all material matters have been notified to investors.
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Regulatory and Statutory Notifications
The governing body is ultimately responsible for a fund’s regulatory and statutory
notifications. Under the CIS Act and relevant legislation, there are a number of
statutory notification requirements for the governing body. Whilst it is common
practice for the actual submission of notifications to be made by the manager or
administrator of the fund, the governing body ultimately remains responsible for such
notifications.
Accounts and Valuations
The governing body of a fund should ensure arrangements are in place to maintain
proper accounting records and that annual financial statements are prepared and
audited in compliance with applicable Isle of Man legislation and any relevant
accounting standards.
The governing body is ultimately responsible for putting in place appropriate
arrangements for the valuation of the fund’s assets and therefore the governing body
should consider accounting and valuation policies periodically, and in all
circumstances where market conditions affecting those assets have materially
changed.
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5. Management of Risk
Key Concepts
The governing body should ensure that documented policies and procedures are in
place for identifying, evaluating and managing its risks. These should be appropriate
to the operation of the fund and consistent with the attitude to risks disclosed in the
fund’s offering document. There should be a clear process for monitoring and
managing risk, and where appropriate a risk register should be maintained and
presented to the governing body at least annually.
The governing body should satisfy itself that the fund's objectives are reasonably
capable of being achieved taking account of its legal structure (including consideration
of underlying entities), governance arrangements and liquidity and funding
requirements at outset and on a continuing basis.
The governing body should satisfy itself that the fund has appropriate mechanisms to
identify and address the risks that are relevant to the fund and its investors and that
there are suitable arrangements to mitigate and manage such risks.
Risk Identification and Management
Due to the variety of funds and investment objectives, it is not possible, or
appropriate, to set out an all-encompassing list of potential risks. Common risks which
could affect funds include:
 Risks arising from inadequate identification and management of conflicts of
interest and potential conflicts of interest including those relating to the fund,
related parties and entities and its functionaries;
 Risks associated with the appointed functionaries and other persons
associated with the fund;
 Risks connected to a failure to ensure that the fund has appropriate ownership
and control of its assets;
 Financial control risks, including failure to actively understand, monitor and
manage liquidity requirements and cash flow;
 Risks of significant non-delivery, unforeseen insolvency or cessation of the
operations of a service provider or counterparty;
 Investment management risks including the use of derivatives, incorrect
security prices, stock reconciliation, failed trades, market timing, late trading;
 Risks relating to the use of estimated/forecasted asset valuations, ‘straight
line’/ discounted future valuations or other models and methodologies, where
the market price of assets cannot be determined until a future date;
 Risks arising from no or inadequate insurance cover held by the fund or any of
its service providers; and
 Regulatory compliance and legal risks (Isle of Man and elsewhere; for example,
marketing or promotion related legislation in target jurisdictions).
In addition the governing body along with the other functionaries should consider risks
inherent to the type of assets of the fund and its manner of operation.
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The governing body of a fund retains ownership of risk and should satisfy itself that all
material risks are being appropriately managed by the relevant functionary to the
fund. The fund’s governing body should receive regular risk management reports
from the functionaries of the fund, and should consider engaging other suitable
advisers where appropriate, for example, to verify any asset valuation models and
methodologies being used.
Stress/ Scenario Testing
Stress/ scenario tests can be a useful risk management and decision making tool
helping to identify, quantify and manage risks that may adversely affect a fund or
aspects of a fund.
Such tests can assist in highlighting potential issues concerning liquidity, solvency and
funding, cash management, and investment and valuation policies. They can be used
to establish whether at outset, the fund objective has a reasonable prospect of being
realised and on an ongoing basis whether, in the light of current circumstances and
experiences the funds objective remains valid and achievable.
Stress/ scenario testing can assess how a fund will fare when the assumptions about
rates of subscriptions and redemptions or asset growth are not achieved. This can
assist in better planning for such occurrences.
Governing bodies should consider commissioning or undertaking stress/ scenario tests
at outset and on a periodic basis to assess how a fund will respond to hypothetical
extreme or unfavourable, yet also plausible, economic/financial positions. The
Authority may consider the results of such stress tests when undertaking its regulatory
considerations.
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6. Operation of the fund in the interest of its participants
Key Concepts
The members of the governing body should ensure that the fund operates in the
interest of its participants.
The members of a governing body should consider the interests of the participants as
a whole, specific classes of participants and where relevant particular minority
interests, before making any decision in relation to the fund, its activities or its assets,
including whether or not to exercise a discretion. It is important that the governing
body can demonstrate the rationale for its decisions.
Fair Exercise of Discretion
Governing bodies of funds must ensure that they exercise their discretion fairly. Any
areas of discretion should be clearly set out in the offering documents of the fund.
Areas of discretion may include, but are not limited to:
 accepting subscriptions and redemptions after stipulated cut-off times;
 accepting subscription amounts or permitting continuing investments that are
less than the stated minimum;
 waiver of a minimum lock-up period; and,
 waiver of early redemption penalties.
Many waivers are sought at short notice, therefore it may be appropriate for the
governing body to delegate the authority to agree a waiver. If this is the case a report
should be given to the governing body of any waivers granted and the rationale for
them.
Conflicts of Interest (including related parties)
The governing body should ensure that a procedure is in place to identify and maintain
an appropriate central record of all conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of
interest, which also sets out how these are monitored and managed. Where a conflict
arises, the interests of the investors should be paramount. Where a conflict of interest
arises which had not already been disclosed, the scheme particulars should be
updated accordingly.
When considering the appointment of any functionary or member of the governing
body, the governing body should document its consideration of potential and actual
conflicts of interest.
There should be a documented policy and procedures for dealing with conflicts of
interest (this will normally be maintained by the appointed manager or administrator);
compliance with which should be reviewed by the governing body at least annually.
Where a member believes they may have a conflict in relation to a matter to be
considered by the governing body, they should disclose the conflict to the governing
body before the issue is considered. It may be appropriate for them to be excluded
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from the part of any meeting that considers the matter and from receiving information
about the matter.
Investor Relations
The governing body should ensure that procedures are in place to allow effective
communication between the investors and the governing body.
The governing body should ensure adequate information is provided to investors to
give a fair, balanced and understandable assessment of the fund’s position.
Communication between the governing body and investors should include corporate
governance and strategy.
The fund’s Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) is an important method of
communication with investors. The AGM should have a separate resolution for each
issue, including a resolution for the Annual Report and Accounts. The members of the
governing body should attend the AGM.
The annual report is another important method of communication with investors, and
it is important that this and the annual accounts are provided to investors in a timely
manner.
Disclosure and Transparency
The governing body of a fund is required to ensure timely and balanced disclosure to
investors and regulators of all material matters concerning the fund. The governing
body has a duty to ensure that information is made available as required by applicable
rules, regulations, and codes. In respect of constitutional documents, offering
documents and marketing materials, the governing body along with the other
functionaries should ensure that the disclosure of material matters is clear, targeted
to the appropriate type of investor, and does not utilise unexplained technical jargon.
This extends to written and electronic communication methods.
Investors and potential investors use published material to make investment
decisions. Transparent disclosure can help improve investors’ understanding of a fund.
The governing body should promulgate:






the fund’s vision and values;
the fund’s strategy and its associated risks including, but not limited to, risks
related to:o investment types;
o valuation methodologies;
o technology and innovation;
o jurisdiction of assets or operations;
o leverage and borrowing;
o long-term nature of investments and real property;
o use of Special Purpose Vehicles to hold fund property;
a review of the fund’s activities and performance and a forward looking
assessment of the business environment it operates in;
a statement of how the governing body operates, including a high level
statement of delegated duties;
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a list of the members and, if necessary, the reasons specific members are
considered to be independent; and
a summary of the fund’s activities.

Suspension and Problem Situations
When unforeseen events occur which may directly affect the fund, the governing body
should seek advice and take timely action to ensure that the effect of the events on
the normal operation of the fund is minimised whilst, at the same time, the interests
of the investors as a whole are safeguarded and that all investors are treated fairly.
When cash flow problems arise, it is important that timely consideration is given to
the appropriateness of suspending the fund.
The governing body should seek advice on matters relating to solvency etc. The
governing body should be cognisant of its duties and responsibilities to the fund’s
creditors and ensure that any action it takes is in line with these duties and
responsibilities.
In the case of suspension, or other problem situations, the governing body must
ensure that the fund continues to meet all applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements. The governing body must ensure that any action it takes is in the best
interests of investors and the investors are kept up to date with developments.
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Appendix 1 – Useful website links and further reading
Standard-setting and Professional Bodies
ACCA: Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
FCA: Financial Conduct Authority
FRC: Financial Reporting Council
Combined Code - Derived from the Cadbury and Greenbury Reports
ICSA: Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators
ICAEW: Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
IoD: Institute of Directors
IOSCO
OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development
Reports on Corporate Governance
AIMA
IOSCO
European Confederation of Directors' Associations
The European Corporate Governance Institute has available on its
site an Index of Codes page which includes the main reports on
corporate governance published worldwide (listed by country).
The UK list includes amongst other entries:
 Cadbury (1993 – financial aspects of corporate governance)
 Greenbury (1995 - remuneration)
 Hampel (1998 – review of the Cadbury code)
 Higgs (2003 – effectiveness of NEDs)

www.acca.co.uk
www.fca.org.uk
www.frc.org.uk
www.icsa.org.uk
www.icaew.com
www.iod.com
www.iosco.org
www.oecd.org
www.aima.org
www.iosco.org
www.ecoda.org
www.ecgi.org

Other than in the case of a fund which is listed on a recognised stock exchange, the
recommendations in the reports above may be inapplicable or inappropriately
burdensome to funds; the members of the governing bodies of such funds should have
regard and implement such principles as are necessary or appropriate in the
circumstances.
Members of the governing bodies of funds who are interested in researching
corporate governance further, might wish to read the Corporate Governance
Guidance and Principles for Unlisted Companies in Europe published in March 2010
by the European Confederation of Directors' Associations “ECODA”. ECODA is a panEuropean body to which the Institute of Directors is affiliated.
The report
concentrates on how good corporate governance can contribute to the success of
small and medium enterprises.
Other relevant Guidance issued by the Authority


Funds/ Investment Business Sector Specific AML/CFT Guidance Notes



Fund take on guidance [under development]
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Funds – Valuation and Fees Charging



Training and Competence Policy

Other relevant Isle of Man guidance


Guidance note on the responsibilities and duties of directors under the laws of
the Isle of Man
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